Introduction
A database schema denotes the description of the structure and behavior of a database. Straightforwardly, (database) schema evolution refers to changes of the database schema that occur during the lifetime of the corresponding database. It particularly refers to changes of schema elements already stored in the database.
The information about a database schema is stored in the schema catalog. Data stored in these catalogs is referred to as meta-data. In this sense, schema evolution could be seen as a change of the content of the schema catalog.
In an object-relational database model, such as proposed in SQL-99 [Int99], a database schema, among others, consists of the following elements:
-types, tables, and views, -subtype and subtable relationships, -constraints and assertions, -functions, stored procedures, and triggers, and -roles and privileges.
Thus more precisely, schema evolution can be defined as the creation, modification, and removal of such kinds of schema elements.
Although schema evolution is a well-known and partially well-studied topic, an overview and comparison of schema evolution language constructs provided in the SQL standard as well as in commercial database management systems is still missing. This survey paper intends to fill this gap. First, in Section 2, we give an overview of schema evolution operations supported by the new SQL standard, called SQL-99 [Int99] . Thereafter, in Section 3, we compare major commercial (object-)relational database management systems with respect to the support of these operations and others disregarded in SQL-99. Finally, we conclude the paper with some remarks on open schema evolution issues neglected in SQL-99 as well as in the current implementations of commercial database management systems.
Schema Evolution in SQL-99
Before we present the schema evolution language constructs provided in SQL-99 [Int99], we briefly introduce the basic notions and concepts of SQL-99.
A Besides the standard built-in data types, SQL-99 provides a row type constructor, an array type constructor and a reference type constructor. A row type constructor is used to define a column consisting of a number of fields. Any data type can be assigned to a field. The array type constructor is also applicable to any data type, whereas the applicability of the reference type constructor is restricted to user-defined types only.
A user-defined type is a named data type. SQL-99 distinguishes two kinds of user-defined types: (1) distinct types which are copies of predefined data types and (2) structured types which define a number of attributes and method specifications. Every attribute is associated with a data type, which itself can also be a user-defined type.
Structured types can be set into a subtype relationship. A subtype implicitly inherits the attributes and method specifications from its supertype. Every structured type may have at most one direct supertype. That is, SQL-99 does not support multiple inheritance.
A table that is created based on a structured type is called a typed table. Typed tables can be organized within a table hierarchy. A table can be a subtable of at most one direct supertable. All rows of a subtable are implicitly contained in all supertables of that table. Analogously to (base) tables, views can be typed and organized in view hierarchies.
A table column may rely on a built-in data type, row type, user-defined type, reference type, or collection type. The same holds for an attribute of a structured type.
SQL-99 furthermore supports the following concepts:
-Domains are named sets of values that are associated with a default value and a set of domain constraints. -Assertions are named constraints that may relate to the content of individual rows of a table, to the entire content of a table, or to the contents of more than one table.
-Routines (procedures and functions) and triggers are named execution units that are used to implement application logic in the database. -Roles and privileges are used to implement a security model. A role is a named group of related privileges which can be granted to users or roles.
To sum up, domains, user-defined types, tables, views, assertions, routines (procedures and functions), triggers, roles, and privileges are the basic schema elements in SQL-99. A database schema is formed by a set of schema element definitions and it evolves by adding, altering, or removing schema element definitions. It is important to note that some schema evolution operations may also have an effect on the actual database objects, for instance, on the rows of a table. In the following, we will see which language constructs are provided in SQL-99 to evolve a database schema. Before, to give an overview of the available operations, we summarize the main schema evolution operations in Table 1 . 
Creating, Altering, and Removing a Domain
The syntax of the definition of a domain is as follows:
A domain constraint is expressed by a check constraint which restricts the values of the specified data type to the permitted ones. The default clause is used to specify a default value for the domain. The characteristics clause specifies the checking mode of a constraint. The checking mode determines the relative time when the constraint has to be checked within a transaction. In the immediate mode, the constraint is checked at the end of each database modification (either an insert, update or delete SQLstatement) that might violate the constraint. In the deferred mode, the checking is delayed until the end of the transaction.
In addition, the characteristics clause determines the initial checking mode, which must be valid for the constraint at the beginning of every transaction. Only deferrable constraints can be set to the deferred mode. The checking mode of a non-deferrable constraint always is immediate. The modes initially immediate and non-deferrable are implicit, if no other is explicitly specified. If initially deferred is specified, then non-deferrable shall not be specified, and thus deferrable is implicit.
The checking mode of a constraint can also be changed during the execution of a transaction using the following command:
. Suppose in our application domain, three different cities are distinguished: 'Munich', 'London', and 'Paris'. The "default city" is 'Munich'. Such a domain can be created as follows:
The definition of a domain can be changed by setting/removing the default value or by adding/removing a constraint to/from the domain. The syntax of the alter domain statement is as follows:
For each column that is based on the domain to be altered by removing the default value, the dropped default value is placed in that column if it does not already contain a default value. Analogously, for each column that is based on the domain to be altered by removing a domain constraint, the dropped domain constraint is attached to the constraint list of that column.
A domain can be dropped from the database schema using the following command: The under clause is used to create a subtype of another structured type. In this way, type hierarchies can be built. The under clause shall not be used for distinct types since it is obviously not reasonable. Let type2 be a subtype of type1, then type2 inherits all attributes of type1. Here, type2 shall not contain any attribute that has the same name as an inherited one. That is, attribute redefinition is not allowed.
The final clause indicates whether or not the structured type can be used as a supertype. Surprisingly, the keyword NOT FINAL must always be specified within the definition of a structured type. If the under clause is specified, the reference type specification is prohibited. For each attribute of a structured type observer and mutator methods are generated. These methods are used to access and modify the value of an attribute.
In case of the definition of a distinct type, the keyword FINAL must always be specified, while neither the under clause nor the reference type specification are allowed. A main difference between these two kinds of managers tables is that the rows of the typed table can be referenced in the sense of object-orientation. That is, there may be a reference column referring to an instance of that typed table. In this case, the value of the reference column is a row (or object) identifier associated with a row of the typed table. In contrast, the only way to reference a row in a usual table is to use the foreign key concept. Here, the value of the (referencing) foreign key must match the value of a (referenced) unique/primary key of that table.
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The definition of a table can be changed using the alter table statement, which has the following syntax: 
Creating and Removing a View
SQL-99 supports two types of views: (1) usual views and (2) typed views that are based on a structured type.
The main corpus of the syntax of the view definition is as follows:
<column-option> ::= <column-name> WITH OPTIONS <scope-clause>
A usual view is defined by a column list, whereas a typed view is specified using the of clause which determines the schema of the view. The column option list is used to specify the scope of reference columns.
The under clause is used to create a subview of another typed view. In this way, view hierarchies can be built. The typed view specified in the under clause refers to the direct superview of the created typed view. Every typed view may have at most one direct supertable.
Let view1 be a view of type type1 and view2 be a view of type type2. If view1 occurs in the under clause of the definition of view2, then type2 must be a direct subtype of type1.
The check option ensures that all data modification statements performed on the view will be validated against the query expression of that view.
Example 4. Assuming there is a structured type employee and a typed table employees, the following statement defines a typed view:
A view definition cannot be altered, but it can be dropped using the following statement:
If RESTRICT is specified, then the view to be dropped shall neither have any subviews nor it shall be referenced in any of the following: body of an SQL routine, scope of the declared type an SQL routine parameter, query expression of another view, search condition or triggered action of a trigger, search condition of a check constraint of another table, search condition of an assertion, or a referential constraint of another referenced table. If CASCADE is specified, such dependent schema elements are dropped implicitly.
Creating and Removing an Assertion
An assertion is created using the following statement:
In constrast to the search condition of a column constraint or a table constraint, the search condition of an assertion may also refer to more than one row of one or more tables, that is, Loosely spoken, a function is a procedure with an additional return clause. A routine can be specified with different characteristics. For instance, a routine can be either an SQL or an external routine, it can be deterministic or nondeterministic, and it can be a routine that only reads or modifies SQL data. The routine body consists of an SQL procedure statement. A routine can also be altered and dropped, respectively, using the following commands:
ALTER <routine> <alter-routine-characteristics> RESTRICT DROP <routine-name> {RESTRICT | CASCADE } If RESTRICT is specified, then the routine to be dropped shall not be referenced in any of the following: body of an SQL routine, query expression of a view, search condition of a check constraint or assertion, or triggered action of a trigger. If CASCADE is specified, such dependent schema elements are dropped implicitly.
Creating and Removing a Trigger
The syntax of a trigger definition is as follows:
A trigger is implicitly activated when the specified event occurs. The activation times before and after specify when the trigger should be fired, that is, either before the triggering event is performed or after the triggering event. Valid triggering events are the execution of insert, update, or delete statements. A trigger condition and trigger action can be verified and executed, respectively, for each row affected by the triggering statement or once for the whole triggering event (for each statement). Trigger conditions and actions can refer to both old and new values of the rows affected by the triggering event.
An existing trigger can be dropped using the following command:
DROP TRIGGER <trigger-name>
Creating and Removing Roles
The create role statement has the following syntax:
After the creation of a role, no privileges are associated with that role. These have to be added using the grant statement, as described in the following. The admin option is used to give the grantee the right to grant the role to others, to revoke it from other users or roles, and to drop or alter the granted role. An existing role is dropped using the following statement:
Granting and Revoking Privileges
Privileges are granted to a user or role using the grant statement, which has the following syntax:
The hierarchy option can only be applied to privileges on typed tables or typed views. It specifies that the granted privileg is also valid for all subtables (subviews) of a typed table (typed view). The grant option is used to specify that the granted privileg is also grantable, that is, the user is allowed to give others the privileg to access and use the named object. In general, the hierarchy and grant options shall only be specified when privileges are granted while the admin option shall only be specified when roles are granted. A granted privileg or role can be revoked from a user or role using the revoke command. The syntax of the revoke command is as follows:
Analogously to the grant statement, the hierarchy and grant option shall only be specified when privileges are revoked, while the admin option can only be specified when roles are revoked. The hierarchy option ensures that all users associated with the role reademp are also allowed to read the data of any special employee, for instance, the salary of a manager. It is also possible to revoke only the hierarchy option from the role reademp. This is achieved by executing the following statement: [Ing99] . In the following, we will use the abbreviations Oracle, DB2, Informix, MSSQL, Sybase, and Ingres, respectively, to refer to these systems. In addition, we will use the term reference systems to refer to all of these systems as a whole. It should be pointed out that in fact only Oracle, DB2, and Informix could be denoted as objectrelational database management systems. The other three systems are pure relational database management systems.
Domains and Assertions
Neither the concept of a domain nor the concept of an assertion is supported by any reference system. However, there are a few rudimentary approaches in that directions. Ingres, for instance, provides the concept of an integrity rule which actually corresponds to a row-level assertion. Internally, these integrity rules are stored with a generated integer number, which is used to identify an integrity rule within a table definition. This number is needed, for instance, to drop an integrity rule. An integrity rule is created and dropped, respectively, as follows: Before a named default value can be dropped, it must be unbound from all dependent schema elements using the predefined stored procedure SP UNBINDEFAULT.
In the context of MSSQL and Sybase, a rule defines a domain of acceptable values for a particular table column or distinct type. A rule is created and dropped, respectively, as follows:
A rule must be unbound using the predefined stored procedure SP UNBINDRULE before it can be dropped.
Similarly to a named default value, a rule is bound to a table column or distinct type using the predefined stored procedure SP BINDRULE with the following parameters:
When a rule is bound to a table column or distinct type, it specifies the acceptable values that can be inserted into that column. A rule, however, does not apply to data that already exists in the database at the time the rule is created. It also does not override a column definition. That is, a nullable column can take the null value even though NULL is not included in the text of the rule. If both a default and a rule are defined, the default value must fall in the domain defined by the rule. A default value that conflicts with a rule will never be inserted. An error message will be generated each time such a conflicting default value is tried to be inserted. Since a rule performs some of the same functions as a check constraint, the latter, standard way of restricting the values in a column is recommended.
User-Defined Types
As already mentioned, SQL-99 supports two kinds of user-defined types: distinct type and structured types. Since certain user-defined types have been provided by some of the reference systems prior to the introduction of SQL99, the notions and language constructs used in these systems differ in some cases. Table 2 gives an overview of the support of the various named and unnamed type constructors in the reference systems. Interestingly, the unnamed array type is supported in none of the reference systems, although it is proposed in SQL-99. On the other hand, the unnamed collection types set, multiset, and list are only provided in Informix. These types were originally included in the preliminary drafts of SQL-99, but they were now postponed to the next version of the standard, which is currently referred to as SQL4. In DB2 and Informix, the creation of a distinct type is performed using the following command:
CREATE DISTINCT TYPE <type-name> AS <source-type-name>
In DB2, the statement above must end with an additional keyword
WITH COMPARISONS
unless the source data type is BLOB, CLOB, LONG VARCHAR, LONG VARGRAPHIC, or DATALINK. This option ensures that the instances of the same distinct type can be compared. Both, DB2 and Informix automatically generate two functions to cast in both directions from the distinct type to its source type and vice versa.
DB2's syntax of the definition of a structured type is more or less the same as proposed in SQL-99. Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that DB2 requires the specification of an awkward, non-optional keyword MODE DB2SQL. On the other hand, the specification of the keyword NOT FINAL is optional.
DB2 also provides a means to alter the definition of a structured type. Attributes and methods can be added (dropped) to (from) a structured type. The syntax of the alter type statement is as follows:
The restrict option ensures that no attribute or method can be dropped if the structured type they belong to is referenced in any other schema element. Distinct and structured types are dropped in DB2 using the following commands: 
Tables
In all reference systems, the relational part of a table definition basically follows the proposal of SQL-99. In the following, we therefore focus more on the objectrelational extensions of a table definition.
While typed tables are supported in Oracle, DB2, and Informix, table hierarchies (subtables) are only provided in DB2 and Informix. The main corpus of the definition of typed tables in all three systems more or less follows the definition of SQL-99. Here, the systems mainly differ in the naming of the same concepts. DB2 uses the terms of SQL-99 (one should better say that SQL-99 uses the terms of DB2), Informix also uses the term typed table but the notion of a named row type instead of the term structured type, and Oracle calls these concepts object tables and object types.
In all three systems, user-defined types can be used as data type of a column. As we could see in the previous subsection, various type constructors are provided in the different systems to create complex data types.
Tables can be altered in all reference systems. However, the provided alter table constructs differ in several ways. Table 4 gives an overview of the different constructs.
As we can see there, all reference systems provide means to add new columns and constraints to a table. Sybase, however, has the restriction that the newly added column must be nullable. In all reference systems, it is also possible to drop an existing constraint from a table. A column, however, can only be dropped in Oracle, Informix, MSSQL, and Ingres.
Some of the reference systems distinguishes between different drop options. Ingres is the only reference system that follows the proposal of SQL-99 with respect to the removing of a column or constraint. The specification of the drop option is mandatory and it can be decided between the options RESTRICT and The former requires that the drop column or drop constraint statement is rejected if there is a schema element that depends on the schema element to be dropped. The latter implicitly drops the dependent schema elements. Oracle supports the cascade option in combination with the drop constraint construct. If CASCADE is not explicitly specified, the default mode implements the restrict semantics. The other reference systems do not support any drop options. The default mode of the drop constraint statement is RESTRICT in MSSQL and Sybase, while it is CASCADE in DB2 and Informix. A drop column construct (without a drop option) is also provided in Oracle, Informix, and MSSQL. The default mode is RESTRICT in Oracle and MSSQL, while it is CASCADE in Informix.
All reference systems except Ingres provide an alter column construct. In Table 4 we used the symbol '( )' to mark the constructs that do not follow the syntax of the SQL-99 proposal. The syntax and semantics of the alter column constructs provided in the different systems differ in several ways: That is, Oracle and Informix provides a construct to alter the data type, default value, and constraints of a column. In fact, Oracle only allows the specification of a not null constraint; other constraints have to be added or dropped using the add constraint and drop constraint statements, as discussed previously. In MSSQL, a column can be altered by changing its data type and defining a not null constraint for this column. DB2 provides a construct that can be used either to change the data type of a column or to add a scope to a reference column. Sybase can replace the default value of a column. Informix allows to convert a usual table into a typed one. This modification is performed using the add type clause. The added type must be compatible with the impicit type of the usual table, that is, they must have exactly the same attributes with respect to their names and data types.
Although all reference systems provide a drop table statement, they implement this statement with different options and semantics (for an overview see Table 5 ). Oracle applies the restricts semantics to drop a table. Nevertheless, it supports the specification of the cascade option to drop a table together with all dependent constraints. As in DB2, dependent views, procedure, functions, and triggers are not dropped. They are only invalidated and can later be used if the table is re-created.
Informix supports the restrict semantics as well as the cascade semantics. If neither RESTRICT nor CASCADE is specified, the drop table statement is executed with the cascade semantics.
Ingres drops a table implicitly with the cascade semantics, although it does not support the explicit specification of this option.
Views
The three object-relational systems Oracle, DB2, and Informix support both usual (untyped) views as well as typed views. However, subviews (view hierarchies) are only provided in DB2. Table 6 gives an overview of various schema evolution operations defined on the concept of a view. Let us now first consider the main corpus of the syntax of the view definition in Oracle:
A typed view is defined using the of clause, as in SQL-99. Oracle provides the read-only option which ensures that no insert, update, or delete can be performed through the view on the underlying base table(s). The well-known check option validates inserts, updates, and deletes against the query expression of the view and rejects invalid changes through the view.
The view definition in Informix is very similar to the previous one, except that the read only option is not supported and the keyword OF TYPE must be used instead of the keyword OF to define a typed view:
Compared to the previous view definitions, DB2 provides a more advance one, which allows to define view hierarchies based on typed views. For the definition of a subview, DB2' create view statement, however, requires the ackward, nonoptional keywords MODE DB2SQL and INHERIT SELECT PRIVILEGES. The main part of the create view statement looks as follows:
Oracle, DB2, and MSSQL provide an alter view statement. However, since the alter view statement is not standardized yet, the different implementations provide different functionality under the same label. In Oracle, the alter view statement only recompiles a view:
In DB2, the alter view statement modifies an existing view by altering a reference column to add a scope. The syntax of this statement is as follows:
Finally, in MSSQL, the alter view statement replaces a previously created view without affecting dependent stored procedures or triggers and without changing privileges. The syntax of this variant is as follows:
Concerning the drop view statement, all six reference systems more or less closely follows the proposal of SQL-99. In Oracle, DB2, MSSQL, and Sybase, the execution of a drop view statement invalidates all views that are based on the view to be dropped. DB2 additionally provides the hierarchy option, which is similar to the cascade option in SQL-99. The hierarchy option is used to implicitly drop all views of a view hierarchy. The syntax of the corresponding statement is as follows:
DROP VIEW HIERARCHY <table-name>
Here, table name refers to the name of a root view.
In Informix, a view can be dropped following either the restrict or the cascade semantics. RESTRICT ensures that the drop view operation fails if any existing view is defined on the view to be dropped. CASCADE guarantees that all such dependent view are implicitly dropped, too. If none of these keywords is explicitly specified, the drop operation is executed with the cascade semantics. Ingres also applies this strategy, but without providing any options. The remaining reference systems apply the restrict semantics.
Procedures, Functions, and Triggers
All reference systems support the creation and deletion of routines and triggers. However, since the programming languages to define these routines and triggers differ in several ways, we omit a comparison of the various programming styles. Instead, we address some other interesting issues.
As the alter view statement, the alter routine and alter trigger statements are not standardized yet. Nevertheless, they are included in some of the reference systems. For instance, the alter procedure statement is used in Oracle to recompile a (stand-alone) procedure: In Oracle, DB2, MSSQL, and Sybase, the execution of a drop routine statement invalidates all schema elements that are based on the routine to be dropped. In Informix and Ingres, a procedure is dropped implicitly with the cascade semantics.
Roles and Privileges
Roles and privileges are supported by all six reference systems in a very similar way as proposed in SQL-99. Table 7 gives an overview of the corresponding language constructs. As depicted there, the concept of a role is provided in all reference systems except DB2. Concerning the creation of a role, Oracle, Informix, and Ingres Table 7 . Comparison of ROLE, GRANT, and REVOKE Constructs closely follows the SQL-99 proposal. MSSQL and Sybase, in contrast, implement the concept of a role by providing predefined stored procedures. In MSSQL, a role is created by executing the stored procedure SP ADDAPPROLE with the following parameters:
SP ADDAPPROLE <role-name>, <password>
After creation a role is inactive by default. It can be activated by executing the stored procedure SP SETAPPROLE with the same parameters as above. A role is dropped by executing the stored procedure SP DROPAPPROLE with the name of the role:
SP DROPAPPROLE <role-name>
In Sybase, a role is granted and revoked, respectively, by executing the stored procedure SP ROLE as follows:
Sybase supports three predefined roles:
1. SA ROLE (system administrator), 2. SSO ROLE (system security officer), and 3. OPER ROLE (operator).
A role is switched on or off, respectively, using SET ROLE {ON | OFF}.
With respect to the grant statement, all reference systems follow the SQL-99 proposal. Even the grant option is provided by all systems. In case of the revoke statement, however, there are some minor differences in the various implementations.
In Sybase, the revoke statement is implemented with the cascade semantics, that is, the removal of a privilege implies the removal of all dependent privileges. The cascade semantics is also default in Informix. Oracle, Informix, and Ingres provide the keyword CASCADE to explicitly specify this semantics. The restricted semantics prevents from revoking a privilege if there is a dependent privilege.
Applying the revoke statement with the grant option revokes the right to grant the granted privilege to others. If additionally the cascade option is used, the transitively granted privileges are revoked, too. This option is supported in MSSQL, Sybase, and Ingres.
Constraints
Although constraints are part of a table definition, we discuss their evolution separately and in more detail due to their importance. As mentioned before, new constraints can be added to a table and existing ones removed from a table. In addition, and in contrast to SQL-99, the checking of constraints can be enabled and disabled in some of the reference systems. These issues can even be combined. For instance, a constraint can be added to a table in the disabled mode or a disabled constraint can be enabled but without verifying it against the current content of the corresponding table. Table 8 gives an overview of the support of constraint evolution constructs in SQL-99 and in the reference systems.
Table 8. Comparison of Constraint Evolution Constructs
According to Table 8 , Oracle supports the full range of schema evolution constructs that are related to constraints. Another interesting fact is that SQL-99 does not provide any means to enable and disable constraints. The gray shaded fields highlight the default settings. The '( )' marked fields state that the concept is supported implicitly. For instance, the add and drop clauses are provided by all reference systems in its standard form. However, extensions like ENABLE, DISABLE, or CASCADE are not supported explicitly by the '( )' marked systems. In the following we will discuss the different constructs in more detail.
When a constraint is added to a Some of the reference systems support the specification of drop option, which is either RESTRICT or CASCADE. RESTRICT disallows the removal of the constraint if there is another constraint that depends on the constraint to be dropped. If CASCADE is specified, the constraint is dropped together with all its depending constraints. The specification of one of these modes is mandatory in Ingres, whereas it is optional in Oracle. The other systems do not support the specification of these modes. The default mode is RESTRICT in Oracle, Informix, MSSQL, and Sybase, and it is CASCADE in DB2.
A disabled constraint can be enabled in the validate mode as follows: The statements are executed in all three systems with the restrict semantics. Cascaded disabling of constraints is only supported by Oracle. For that, the keyword CASCADE has to be attached to the disable clause.
Renaming Schema Elements
In the following, we present a useful schema evolution operation that is already implemented in some of the reference systems, although it is not included in SQL-99.
The renaming of a table is supported by Oracle, DB2, Informix, MSSQL, and Sybase. In Oracle, DB2, and Informix, the syntax of the rename statement is as follows: RENAME MSSQL and Sybase provide a predefined stored procedure which is executed with the following parameters to rename a schema element:
SP RENAME <old-name>, <new-name>
This procedure is applicable to names that refer to tables, columns, defaults, constraints, rules, triggers, views, and distinct types.
Note that renaming a schema element may also effect dependent schema elements. Oracle, for instance, automatically transfers the new name of a table to all dependent constraints, indexes, and privileges, while it invalidates the dependent views, functions, procedures, and triggers. DB2 applies a more strict strategy. The renaming of a table is disallowed if the table contains a check or referential constraint or there is a dependent view, trigger, function, procedure, or another table with a dependent constraint or reference column. If there is no such a dependency, the renaming is performed by updating the schema catalog and transferring the new name to all dependent indexes and privileges. In Informix, in contrast, the renaming is completely transparent, that is, the new name is transferred to the schema catalog as well as to all dependent schema elements.
Some Final Remarks
In this paper, we presented and compared the way schema evolution is supported in SQL-99 and in commercially leading (object-)relational database management systems. We will close this paper with a few remarks on some open issues and schema evolution operations that are available neither in SQL-99 nor in one of the reference systems.
An important open issue concerns the consistency of a schema after performing a schema evolution operation. This issue includes the question whether or not a schema definition as a whole is syntactically and semantically (logically) correct. Considering the current implementations of commercial database management systems, we can state that all systems perform syntactic checking. They, for instance, check whether a foreign key definition is correct in the sense that the names and the data types of the referencing and the referenced columns match. However, none of the systems perform (advanced) semantic checking. Suppose there is a table on which the check constraint CHECK (y > 0) is defined. Unfortunately, all reference systems accept an alter table statement that adds a new (obviously contradicting) constraint of the form CHECK (y < 0). In fact, the reference systems do not provide any support for detecting inconsistent specifications implied by check constraints. Interestingly, efficient consistency checking procedures for important and often used kinds of constraints are provided, for instance, in [Ull89, SKN89, GSW96a, GSW96b] . Since the knowledge about the consistency problem and its solutions is highly important for a good design and correct evolution of a database, database designers and administrators have be aware of this problem. In object-relational database systems, the problem of inconsistent constraints becomes even more prominent because constraints are implicitly defined for all subtables of a table. In other words, there are constraints that are valid for a table on which they originally were not defined. So it becomes much harder to design, implement, and maintain a semantically correct database (schema). Now turn the focus on schema evolution in object-oriented databases. One might also think about altering a subtype or subtable relationship by redirecting the link to another subtype or subtable, respectively. Another useful schema evolution construct could be the removal of a subtable from a table hierarchy without removing all its subtables. Instead these subtables could be directly linked to the supertable of the dropped table. An inline transformation [SCR01] can be used to flatten a column that is based on a structured type. Such a structured column is substituted by a set of columns which originally were the fields of that structured column.
The list of potentially useful schema evolution operations could be supplemented easily. Therefore, we close this paper by expressing our hope that the next versions of the SQL standard and in particular of the commercial database systems will provide some more advanced schema evolution language constructs, which are hopefully embedded in a more clear and rigorously developed objectrelational model.
